Powerful math help is HERE! We are proud to simultaneously release 2 incredible books that will transform your math instruction both at school and even at home with your own kids.

Also, this post includes the single greatest book cover description in the history of the world! Hyperbole??

I don’t think so...keep reading and judge for yourself.

The first book is Teaching Math with Google Apps: 50 Gsuite Activities by Alice Keeler and Diana Herrington. It is FILLED with powerful pedagogy...not just tools. How good is it? The foreword was written by none other than Mathematical Mindsets author, Jo Boaler!! Wow!! The layout is BEAUTIFUL and I guarantee you it will change your classroom for the better.

Check out the #GoogleMath hashtag on Twitter.

Okay...now on to John's UNBELIEVABLE explanation of every single component of his book cover...talk about intentionality! IT totally blew me away...I think it will blow you away to!

(Read this on my blog here: http://daveburgess.com/7-reasons-to-judge-tabletalkmath-by-its-cover/)
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